


The following d10 list of troll-themed adventure hooks can be used to set up an exciting one shot, lead into a multi-session 

adventure, or inspire an entire campaign. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on this table, we hope that the ideas 

listed below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Adventure Hook
1. A young troll has sprouted wings and gained the ability to breathe fire after eating the corpse of Emberstorm, a red 

dragon recently slain by adventurers. Naturally, it’s using these powers to destroy nearby villages.

2. A young adventurer in possession of a map to the lost treasure vaults of King Dunedalton was caught and eaten by a 

troll in the nearby swamp. The map was in a magical case and likely hasn’t been digested yet. 

3. A dying pharaoh had their brain removed and placed within the body of river troll in an attempt to regrow their old 

body. The result was a terrifying mummy troll with the ability to summon swarms of scarabs.

4. The townsfolk have begun experiencing strange mutations after drinking water which a nearby troll bathed in. The 

mutations include warty skin, sharpened teeth, elongated fingernails, and violent tempers.

5. A wizard believes they have figured out a method to brew a potion of immortality. To do so, they need the characters 

to retrieve the still-beating heart of a dire troll living in the Crooked Grin Mountains.

6. A lazy troll has bullied a tribe of troglodytes into submission and now acts as their ruler. The troll now sends its 

slaves out to fetch food and treasure while it lounges about on a throne made from bones and troll filth.

7. A troll’s arms were eaten off by a pack of gricks. However, rather than regrow its arms, the troll fused two of the 

gricks it killed to its shoulders and uses them as claw-arms to snatch up adventurers in the Underdark.

8. Pirates are sabotaging merchant ships by placing severed troll toes in their cargo holds. There the troll regenerates in 

safety before bursting out to devour the crew while the pirates raid the ship for treasure.

9. A demon-worshipping cult used the eye of a troll in one of their recent rituals. Unfortunately, the eye was thrown in 

the garbage only to regenerate into a demon-spawn troll that is now rampaging through the city.

10. A troll has shrunk down to the size of a small child as a result of its excessive consumption of gnomes. It now uses 

its size to its advantage, sneaking into taverns or homes to devour more unsuspecting gnomes.

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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